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Abstract: After the frustration of recent state-building missions, we should ask why such interventions seemed less difficult in the era of colonial expansion. Before 1939, foreign state-building interventions were regularly managed by a decentralized team of plenipotentiary agents who specialized in fostering local political development. Since 1945, however, international assistance has generally worked with and through an officially recognized national government, implicitly supporting a centralization of power. This paper considers the corps of British colonial District Officers as a potential model for an international state-building agency, which could help to repair failed states that export violence and suffering.

Introduction
In 2003, America invaded Iraq while promising to rebuild it as a sovereign democratic nation, but this promise raised basic questions about what such an intervention can and should do to promote democratic political development in a failed state. Since then, the costly frustrations of America's interventions in Iraq and Afghanistan have led many observers to conclude that state-building might simply be impossible, but it is still worth asking instead whether something fundamental might have been missing in the strategic organization of these recent missions.

In a series of papers (Myerson 2009, 2014, 2017), I have argued that a fundamental problem in these state-building missions was a broad failure to give local leaders an essential stake in the new political system. The need to maintain an appropriate balance of power between national and local governments has been a vital concern throughout America's own political history. But American state-building efforts abroad have been focused on increasing the administrative and military capabilities of the national government, which could implicitly threaten and alienate local groups in much of the country.

Until recently, however, I could not cite any real-world example of how a state-building mission could be organized to cultivate the essential local political support for a new state. Now in this paper, I can report that I have at last found such a real historical example of an effective organization for state-building, one which actually applied the kind of decentralized approach that I conjectured: In the late 19th century, the British Empire had perfected an effective system for establishing stable political order anywhere, and the primary pillar of this state-building
system was a decentralized network of agents whose primary assignment was to secure the cooperation of local leaders.

Perhaps this example should have been obvious to anyone who has ever looked at a map of the world in the early 20th century. We can readily understand, however, why it may have been largely ignored. In a world that has rejected colonialism, nobody wants to see the British Empire as a model for anything today.

Democratic state-building is different from colonial state-building, but both are about establishing political order, and we can learn about one from the other. So this paper reviews the basic principles of British colonialism, not to apologize for its evils, but to understand how it was able to establish political order and support political development, using a decentralized approach that was fundamentally different from standard approaches to development assistance today.

When did state-building become so difficult?

In the late 19th century, European colonial expansion made state-building look easy. Colonial agents repeatedly demonstrated their ability to establish stable political systems in distant foreign lands at negligible cost to the domestic taxpayers of their home countries. Recently, however, the frustration of costly state-building efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq has led many observers to conclude that even a superpower with global military supremacy cannot afford missions to establish stable government in foreign countries. Thus we may ask whether 19th-century colonizers understood something about how to establish political stability that was forgotten by those who undertook state-building missions in the early 21st century.¹

Of course political goals and the realities of power have changed over the past century, and nobody wants to recreate the old colonial empires. But there are still times when political instability in one country can become a threat to other nations, as when a failed state becomes a base for terrorists or a source of desperate refugees flooding into other nations. Then international security and stability may depend on some capability for state-building. (For broad examinations of the recurrent necessity for state-building interventions and the fundamental dilemmas that they entail, see James Fearon and David Laitin 2004, and David Lake 2016.)

There are basic principles in the development of political order that may apply to any

¹ Rory Stewart has insightfully raised this question in his book with Gerald Knaus (2012).
form of government. Thus, regardless of our aversion to colonialism, it might be worthwhile to examine the operational principles that were successfully applied in colonial state-building, so that we may ask whether some of these principles could still be applicable for democratic state-building today.

This paper focuses mainly on the organizational principles of the British colonial administration in Africa, which established political order in about half of the continent, and which ultimately worked for peaceful transitions to independence with democratic government. The most important lesson that we draw here from the history of British colonial state-building is that the management of a state-building mission should rely on a decentralized team of agents who can negotiate effectively with local leaders throughout the country. In the British Empire, these local plenipotentiary agents were known as District Officers (Gilmour 2005, p90).

The plan of this paper is as follows. First, to introduce the role of colonial District Officers, we survey their responsibilities and typical career paths, as described in a comprehensive study by Anthony Kirk-Green (2006). Then we consider the basic principles of state-building that District Officers were expected to apply, according to a treatise on colonial administration by Frederick Lugard (1922), who was one of the founders of British colonial rule in Malawi, Uganda, and Nigeria. Then we review a contemporary critique of British colonial administration by Margery Perham (1937, 1962), who was a leading historian of colonial Africa and biographer of Lord Lugard. We compare Perham's prescription for the path to African independence with the strategies for development assistance that were actually applied after World War II. Finally, in the last two sections, we consider how the District-Officer model and Lugard's operational principles might still be applied in international assistance missions that respect national autonomy and promote democratic government.

**British District Officers in Africa**

The District Officers formed the essential backbone or core of Britain's colonial administration. Kirk-Green (2006) has provided a detailed description of their careers and professional norms, and here we can only sketch an outline of salient points from his book and from Lugard (1922). (See also Valentin Seidler 2017, 2018.)

The District Officer's job was to oversee all political and legal affairs in a district in the British Empire. Districts varied in size, but an average district might have about 50,000
inhabitants, and it had to be small enough that the district officer could visit most of it in a couple of months of touring on foot. Within such a district, the District Officer had responsibility for supervising all aspects of local government and law, as the local representative of the colonial power. While most of this work would be done from an office in the district headquarters, with an indigenous staff of clerks and messengers, the District Officer was expected also to spend at least a couple of months every year touring to learn about problems and concerns of the people throughout the district. If there was any disorder or unrest in the district, the District Officer could expect to be questioned about whether he had failed to anticipate the problems by inadequate touring.

District Officers were commonly recruited as recent college graduates or war veterans, and they might be sent out to a colony with only a short period of training that could include basic introductory courses on colonial accounts, tropical economic products, criminal law, Islamic law, hygiene and sanitation, surveying, ethnology, and languages. A new officer's first assignment would be to serve as an Assistant District Officer, sharing responsibilities with an experienced supervisor, and the first tour of the district was effectively an immersion course in the regional language. Promotion then depended on passing exams in law, government regulations, and languages. But Kirk-Green (2006 p43) quotes one District Officer's testimony that the most important skills that they needed were "unlimited patience, and a real sympathy for the people among whom the young officer will work." Lugard (1922 p132) suggested that basic qualities for a good District Officer were an aptitude for managerial initiative, within a chain of command, and "an almost passionate conception of fair play, and of protection of the weak."

When wide powers over remote communities are concentrated in the hands of one official, however, one cannot rely on good character alone to prevent abuse of power. District Officers were supervised by a Provincial Commissioner or Resident, who was an experienced former District Officer, and whose province typically included only three or four districts (Lugard 1922 p131). A practice of regularly re-assigning District Officers to different districts every few years provided another form of monitoring, as local complaints about one officer would be heard by his successor. To maintain continuity, Provincial Commissioners were expected to stay longer in one province (Lugard 1922 p136).

District Officers were also typically assigned for at least a couple of years to the Governor's central secretariat in the capital of the country where they were serving. As a result,
effective communication between central policy-makers in the capital and those responsible for implementing policy in the districts could be facilitated by personal connections and familiarity. Furthermore, because the District Officers on rotation always formed an essential component of the central secretariat, the District Officers as a team had substantial responsibility for the direction of policy-making in the colonial capital as well as in the most remote districts. So political policies in the colony were determined primarily by the team of officers who had local expertise, and the influence of the Colonial Office in London was correspondingly limited (Perham 1937 p350).

**Lugard's principles of colonial administration**

In his treatise on colonial administration, Lord Lugard (1922 p113) summarized its essential principles in three words: Decentralization, Continuity, and Cooperation. It is worth considering in some detail what he meant by each of these.

Lugard's principle of Decentralization refers to the devolution of wide powers and responsibility to the local District Officer. Under the policies of indirect rule, which Lugard did much to formulate, traditional forms of local indigenous authority were maintained under British colonial rule. But all decisions by indigenous authorities were subject to review by the local District Officer, who represented the British Empire within his district. Foreigners in the district were also subject to legal supervision by the District Officer. Notice that this allocation of colonial power can be described as both decentralized and concentrated, as wide discretion and responsibility was delegated to local administrators, but this decentralized power was concentrated in the hands of one District Officer in each district. This local concentration of effective power over all relations with the external world helped to maximize the District Officer's ability to influence indigenous local leaders with a minimal use of external force. Operating locally, but with globally authorized powers, the District Officer combined an ability to act forcefully with an intimate understanding of the local political issues that motivated and constrained indigenous community leaders.

But the District Officer's influence would be reduced if his ability to offer promises was limited to the extent of his own term in office. Lugard's principle of Continuity addresses this problem. Lugard (1922 p103) argued that, in order to maintain continuity of policies under different officers, it was essential for each officer to keep detailed records of important matters,
especially of any conversation with indigenous leaders in which some promise was made. Thus, a District Officer had to keep a notebook that was a guide to his district, listing village units, tax collection data, and details about village chiefs, including how they are chosen. Other essential documents included the hand-over notes which the District Officer was expected to leave for his successor, which described recent issues and undertakings in the district, such as local political events and economic development projects.

In Lugard's system, the higher levels in the hierarchy had principal responsibility for maintaining continuity. The Provincial Commissioner would review the documents and records from the District Officers under his supervision and then would report to the Governor and the central secretariat about current problems in the province and how they were being handled. The Governor in turn had to study the Provincial Commissioners' reports, formulate general principles for consistently addressing the policy questions raised in these reports, and issue memoranda that would codify these principles for guidance of future decisions. If the Governor had not served previously as a District Officer and Provincial Commissioner himself, he should work with a Lieutenant Governor who had such experience (Lugard 1922 p126). Thus, the Provincial Commissioners and the Governor could maintain continuity and integrate the District Officers' practical decisions into the written policies of the colonial government.

Lugard's principle of Cooperation directs District Officers to build an inclusive coalition for supporting local government and its undertakings, by striving to develop trust and common interests with all significant groups that operate in the district. Cooperation should be sought with others in the colonial government, with local merchants, with other Europeans who are active in the district, and above all with indigenous chiefs and local leaders, who must be assured of a share of the benefits of power in the local order.

Lugard emphasized the vital role of local taxation, for cementing the alliance between the local chiefs and the colonial administration, and for confirming the general acceptance of their local authority in the community. He argued that, when the colonial intervention has increased people's welfare by promoting regional peace and better transportation for their products, people should be willing to pay moderate taxes on the enhanced income-earning potential of their land and other assets. In Lugard's system, residents' tax obligations were assessed by their village headman under the direction of their traditional chief, and the District Officer would support the headman's collection of these taxes after hearing people's complaints about any perceived
inequities or excesses. Tax revenue was then divided in fixed proportions between the headman, the chief, special funds for local public goods, and the colonial administration. So the system of taxation was designed to be a partnership between indigenous leaders and colonial officials, and people's tax payments implicitly demonstrated their acceptance of this leadership.

The political education and development of indigenous society was considered to be a principal goal of colonial government in Africa. In Lugard's view (1922 p217-219), the essential primary step in this program of political development was the establishment of such accepted local leadership, capable of taxing its people and managing budgets for public services.

Perham's inter-war prescription for the path to independence

Examining Nigeria after several decades of colonial rule, Margery Perham (1937 chapter 21) described the next steps that she saw as necessary to move toward independence. She argued that the program of educating people for local self-government based on their own traditional institutions needed to be applied more boldly, first by increasing the responsibilities and public accountability of indigenous local leaders, and then by encouraging them to federate.

Perham criticized colonial governments for over-regulating instead of allowing indigenous leaders to take real responsibility for serving their communities. She also warned against a common tendency of colonial governments to give a few indigenous agents great coercive powers over their own people, without any corresponding concern for making these agents accountable to their communities. She observed that there are democratic tendencies in most African societies which colonial governments had too often ignored or suppressed.

To take control of large territories with small forces, colonial governments initially needed to win the cooperation of indigenous leaders who had real popular support. But once the colonial regime was established, it would often be more convenient for the government to allow its allied chiefs to have more power and less accountability in their communities. Indeed, a District Officer could find himself more respected and influential throughout a community when complaining to him provided the only redress that people there had against their chief.

Even if colonial officials maintained a scrupulously neutral policy toward indigenous political institutions, the positive effects of colonial government in promoting a broad regional peace would tend to reduce the local accountability of indigenous leaders. In precolonial times,

---

2 The colonial administration was also supported by taxes on trade collected at the major ports. See Gardner (2012).
although many traditional leaders might not have been chosen by any formal popular election, the constant possibility of a violent challenge to their authority meant that they could not hold positions of power without some broad support from people willing to fight for them. But with peace under colonial rule, when recognition from a colonial officer was all that a chief needed to maintain his privileged position, the imperative for him to maintain a popular base of support would vanish. So there was a serious risk of traditional political institutions losing their ability to provide trustworthy leadership for their communities when their leaders were not subject to some form of broad popular accountability. Thus, a program to support the development of effective self-government based on traditional institutions needed to promote some elements of democratic accountability in those institutions.

But democratic accountability requires voters to have a sophisticated understanding about how to compare leaders who are competing for power. The reason for recommending the principle of political development by gradual evolution of traditional indigenous institutions is because people have greater difficulty understanding how to judge contests for power in unfamiliar institutions. In elections for an unfamiliar office, people may not know what they should expect of good leaders or what qualities would be most important for the job. When a population has had no experience of peaceful competition for power at the national level, only at the local level, then democratic accountability is likely to function better at the local level.

So Perham urged that greater responsibilities and more popular accountability should be introduced first at the local level, on the small scale of the traditional institutions with which the people were familiar. Such political decentralization might seem inefficient to foreign observers who saw economies of scale and regional externalities in the provision of many public goods and services, but it might be necessary until people have had more experience with national politics. As Perham suggested, a weak federation could be an ideal structure for this transitional period, keeping most responsibilities of government in the hands of locally accountable local leaders, but giving people some experience of national political competition in the weak federal body.

Perham argued that, when the time for independence comes, it would be easier for a new national government to take effective accountable control of public service agencies that have developed under indigenous local management than under foreign colonial management. Under the latter alternative, nobody in the new nation would be able to offer a knowledgeable experienced critique of public mismanagement after independence. Although development of
public-service agencies under local indigenous authorities might involve some redundancy that could seem inefficient at first, it would ultimately give the nation a large competitive supply of individuals who know how these public services should be managed.

Perham believed that most government jobs for educated Africans would have to be found in the local native administrations, but she recommended that the central colonial government should also press forward a policy of employing more Africans in responsible positions. But then she urged one surprising exception from this policy, an exception which shows deep insight into the problems of foreign assistance in state-building. Her words are worth quoting directly:

"There is, however, one branch into which, I believe, Africans should not enter, and that is the Administrative Service. This should aim at being increasingly advisory in its functions. It should be regarded as the temporary scaffolding round the growing structure of native self-government. African energies should be incorporated into the structure: to build them into the scaffolding would be to create a vested interest which would make its demolition at the appropriate time very difficult." (Perham 1937 p361.)

The colonial Administrative Service to which she refers here is the corps of District Officers, who formed the primary administrative network of the colonial regime. It was not from any prejudice against indigenous African people that Perham advised against appointing them as District Officers. Her advice was based on a recognition that people in England would not want to have their local governments supervised by such centrally-appointed District Officers, and that African people could feel similarly. Thus, she argued, the network of District Officers should not be integrated into the new independent states of Africa, but instead should vanish like scaffolding when the colonial state-building project was finished.3

By professional norms and organization, the District Officers formed a superb instrument for monitoring and responding to local political challenges in every district of a large nation. As such, they were the primary agents for supporting the development of both administrative

---

3 According to Burr (1985 p44-46), Perham's advice was considered but disregarded by the Foot Commission, which was appointed in 1948 to make recommendations about the recruitment and training of Nigerians for senior positions in the government services. Although the Commission recognized that "the eventual aim must be for Native Authorities and other local government bodies to be developed to a stage where the need for an Administrative Service as we know it will disappear," nonetheless the Commission took the view that "the Administrative Services should continue to be open to Nigerians since the experience which they gain in the Administrative Services will be invaluable to them in whatever form of public service they may subsequently undertake."
capacity and public accountability in the traditional indigenous institutions of local government. But there is only a fine line between supporting local political development and controlling it. A network of District Officers could equally serve as a mechanism for asserting central political control throughout the nation. Kirk-Greene noted (2006 p221) that no African government wished to rid itself of these critical field agents and representatives.

Perham's vision was of African nations achieving independence as federal entities, where institutions of local self-government would be derived from familiar forms of traditional leadership, and where national coordination would be provided by a weak federal government with limited powers. Indeed, people in the United States of America chose a political system based on just these principles when Americans became independent of British rule. But a different path was followed in Africa.

The great shift in development assistance after World War II

After World War II, the mission of British colonial government in Africa shifted toward preparation for national independence. Although independence would obviously mean an end to political supervision by British District Officers, they continued to serve the cause of political development with vital guidance and advice right up to the day when Independence put them out of a job (Kirk-Greene 2006 chapter 10). From the late 1940s, however, the nature of colonial government and the District Officers' roles in it were fundamentally changed by an increased focus on developing the central administrative capabilities that a sovereign national government would need. This post-war shift, away from the previous focus on decentralized political development based on local indigenous institutions, should be recognized as a critical change in the strategic direction of international development assistance.

The refocusing of colonial efforts on national political development meant that traditional local leaders were not pressed to accept stronger forms of public accountability. As a result, traditional forms of local leadership could be seen as lacking accountability to anyone but their District Officer, and as such they would be obsolete political institutions that should have little or no role in a modern democratic state. Thus, new foundations were laid instead for a centralized state which would seem remote and foreign to many outside the capital.

Contrary to Perham's advice, native citizens began to be trained to replace foreigners as District Officers for the new nations. Kirk-Greene (2006 p219-221) noted that, in the transition
to independence, new indigenous recruits into the corps of District Officers seemed less prone to the old norm of regarding rural assignments with village touring as the best and most important part of their job. For District Officers who were citizens of the new independent nation in which they served, it was natural to feel that service in a remote rural district was less likely to bring recognition and rewards from powerful national leaders than service in the national capital. (Perhaps District Officers from England tended to see less value in their occasional assignments to the colonial capital because, after all, it was not London.) In any case, a national leader who could view effective local leaders as potential rivals for power would probably not want the development of effective local self-government to be a priority for his District Officers. He would prefer them to focus on monitoring local political issues and exercising the control over traditional chiefs that the independent state inherited from its colonial predecessors.

Strong national political systems depend on a balanced relationship between local and national politics. When the national government constitutionally devolves powers to autonomous institutions of local self-government, then every part of the country will have local leaders whose share of power gives them an active interest in maintaining the political system. Furthermore, popularly trusted local leaders who prove their ability to provide good public service in autonomous local government can become strong competitors for higher office, thus strengthening democratic competition at the national level.

In a centralized state, however, the national leader can keep all the benefits of state power within his own patronage network and can avoid such locally-proven competition. So national elites may prefer to lead a weak state where all the power is concentrated in their hands than to lead a strong state where the exercise of national power regularly requires complex negotiations and competition with autonomous local leaders throughout the country. But then the result can be a weak state, where only a small central elite have any real interest in supporting the state, and where large segments of the population may feel alienated politically and unable to invest securely for economic improvement.

A national leader's ability to impose such centralization can be increased by foreign assistance that is directed through the national government, as this assistance provides a source of funding that national elites can enjoy even if they lose effective control over some remote regions of the country. Such flows of international assistance to support the national governments of poor countries began in the late 1940s and have continued to this day.
Indeed, development assistance since 1945 has been guided largely by an assumption that economic and technical experts can promote economic development without political development, and that political development should be based on national leaders accepting democratic forms of public accountability. Where the new national governments seemed weak, the solution would be sought in technical assistance to improve their administrative capacity. So in the 1940s and 50s, even as independence approached, the inflow of Europeans coming to Africa to work on development initiatives outnumbered the old corps of District Officers so much that some described it as a second colonial occupation (Kirk-Greene 2006 p217, Low 1991 p173-176). After the end of colonial rule in Africa, the old form of developmental intervention by a team of District Officers who specialized in supporting local political development was largely forgotten in the global community of development-assistance professionals.

The importance of political autonomy

People can be confident of getting beneficial public goods and services only from a government that is accountable to them. But any foreign intervention, even when its goal is to support positive political development, must inevitably compromise this essential principle of domestic political accountability. Even in Lord Lugard's treatise on colonial political development (1922 p58), his title "The Dual Mandate" was an admission that colonial governments were established to serve international economic interests as well as the interests of the indigenous population. The key question is whether, in some circumstances, can a foreign intervention be managed so as to do more good by supporting local political development than the harm that it does by its (hopefully short-term) violation of national political autonomy.

Since the end of colonialism, the Westphalian principle of nonintervention among sovereign states has been appropriately valued as a norm for defending the autonomy of politics in every nation. But this principle of nonintervention has had its own dual motivation. While today we may prefer to interpret it as an international norm for protecting the domestic democratic accountability of national governments, its original motivation (from the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648) was more about autocratic rulers agreeing not to undermine each other's domination of their respective subject populations. From this perspective, we should not be surprised to find cases in the world today where the principle of respect for Westphalian
sovereignty in international relations has effectively served to strengthen the centralized power of a ruling national elite.

But communities also need some degree of subnational political autonomy, for effective local accountability in the provision of local public goods that are essential for prosperity. We have argued that strong political systems depend on a balanced relationship between local and national politics. When there has been no constitutional protection for autonomously elected institutions of local government, people who do not trust their national leaders may prefer to rely on informal structures of local leadership, which are harder for outsiders to monitor and manipulate. Unfortunately, this informality also makes it harder for foreign assistance to promote local political development, unless the assistance is directed by local political officers who are deeply immersed in the communities that they have been sent to help. Without formal institutions of local democracy, it is difficult to identify who is widely respected in a community except by living there and listening to people. So the kind of immersion that was practiced by colonial District Officers may be essential for anyone whose mission is to cultivate popularly trusted local leadership, which must be the primary task in any intervention for democratic political development.

State-building agents for the 21st century?

A global order that is based on mutual respect among sovereign independent nations is better than a global order based on colonial domination of large regions. But as Fearon and Laitin (2004) have cogently argued, global stability requires some mechanism for filling vulnerable gaps in the international system, by fixing failed states and promoting their political development into functioning partners in the global order. When the violence and suffering in a failed state threaten to spill over its border into other countries, their citizens have a right to demand some effective response.

However, the frustration of costly state-building missions in recent years has created a widespread belief that nothing can be done to help states that fail, and this sense of helplessness has fed demands to fortify borders against the possibility of ever-increasing waves of refugees from failed states. It is to find some remedy for this perceived helplessness that this paper has examined the state-building strategies of the British Empire, to identify what principles might have been forgotten by would-be state-builders in Afghanistan and Iraq after 2003.
In the recent state-building missions to Iraq and Afghanistan, vast resources were invested in developing the military and administrative capacity of the national government. This strategy, if successful, would have created a powerful centralized state that could implicitly threaten local interests in many parts of the country. But an essential part of the state-building problem was the complex challenge of negotiating a broad inclusive distribution of power that could assure popular local leaders a role in the political system (Myerson 2017). The history of British colonial administration has shown us that, to support the development of a political system with deep roots in local politics, the strategic management of a state-building intervention should be based on a team of local plenipotentiary District Officers.

Although Lugard (1922) was writing about colonial state-building, his three basic principles may still be applied for international missions to support the establishment of sovereign democratic states in the 21st century. Lugard's principle of Decentralization tells us that, when the goal of foreign assistance is political development, broad power over all foreign assistance in each locality should be delegated to a district development officer, who can oversee the allocation of aid to local groups and organizations. Lugard's principle of Cooperation tells us that these district development officers should use their delegated power over foreign assistance to promote the formation of a broad inclusive coalition for local governance, by directing aid to local leaders who cooperate. Lugard's principle of Continuity tells us that the long-term direction of a state-building mission should be substantially guided by its district officers, under the supervision of long-term provincial commissioners. A network of district development officers with experienced provincial supervisors can be an effective mechanism for getting strategic political input from local leaders throughout the country. Such responsiveness to local political forces should be essential for any mission to build a sovereign democratic state.

A direct comparison between the state-building methods of the British Empire and more recent approaches to state-building can be found in the history of Iraq. After World War I, a British invasion led to the establishment of the Kingdom of Iraq, which then governed from 1921 to 1958. Gertrude Bell (1920 p122-125) tells us that in 1920 the British occupation of Iraq had just 5 senior British officers in its central administration, which seems a stark contrast to the central concentration of administrators in Baghdad's Green Zone after the American invasion in 2003. Instead, the British administration in 1920 relied on a decentralized corps of about 70 local political officers who had experience serving as District Officers in the British Empire.
Although they came with an invading army, they formed an administrative network that could monitor and respond to local political forces throughout the country. In contrast, it was not until six months after the 2003 invasion of Iraq that America's Coalition Provisional Authority had a network of political coordinators in each province and began soliciting weekly political reports from them (Dobbins et al. 2009 p27, 259; Sky 2015 p7-72). The analysis of this paper suggests that, as a basic principle of strategic planning for any such state-building mission, a network of local political coordinators should have been ready to go to work in every part of the country from the first week of the occupation, and the mission's political direction should have depended critically on the local coordinators' reports and recommendations from the second week onwards.

To illustrate how the District Officer model might be adapted to a political-development challenge today, let us consider the problem of reconstruction in Syria after its long civil war. At a time when the long struggle seems to be ending with a triumph for the Assad regime, it seems clear that Western powers have little leverage to help those who worked for democracy in Syria. But the District Officer model suggests a way to maximize the impact of the limited leverage that is available, without any military intervention.

Imagine a broad coalition of democratic nations agreeing to jointly finance a large fund for reconstruction assistance in Syria, but on the condition that the distribution of the aid must be overseen by a team of district development officers, one for each of Syria's 65 districts. The district officers would be expected to work full-time in their districts for tours of duty that might last a year or two. These district officers would be supervised by provincial commissioners, one for each of Syria's 14 provinces, who would not need to be full-time in the field but would be expected to provide long-term administrative continuity for the aid to their province.

Under the principle of cooperation, the multinational donor coalition would accept that some fraction of their assistance fund would be spent in ways that are valued by the Assad regime, generating profits for contractors with connections to the regime, and providing services which benefit the communities that were loyal to the regime. But each district development officer would be directed to ensure that some significant portion of the aid (say, at least half) must be used to benefit other communities as well, using local contractors who are trusted in these communities. When any district development officer reported that these terms were not being locally fulfilled, then the multinational donor coalition would be committed to halt all assistance payments to Syria until the district officer's conditions were met. Thus, the strategic
management of the entire mission would depend on a team of local officers, who would monitor local political conditions in every part of the country, assess what progress can be realistically achieved, and use their delegated power within the system to achieve it.

A state-building intervention should have a limited time horizon and an exit strategy. Exit raises a subtle problem, because the district officers' effectiveness will depend largely on their ability to make long-term promises in exchange for cooperation. But this is just another instance of the continuity problem, which Lugard relied on provincial commissioners to solve. So when the mission is winding down and the district development officers are being withdrawn, the provincial commissioners may still be expected to maintain a consular office to direct a gradually decreasing flow of aid for several more years, during which they could remember and honor promises as appropriate. That is, the scaffolding of the intervention should be removed first from the lowest local level. Then, after the provincial commissioners have also disengaged, any continuing implications of the district officers' agreements with local leaders could be managed from an office in the embassy of a nation that had supported the intervention.

Such state-building power should be exercised only with strict international restraint. State-building missions should be considered internationally unacceptable unless they are supported by a broad coalition, and such missions are best done multilaterally. One can only speculate about what nation or international organization might take responsibility for maintaining a reserve corps of district development officers, with professional training in local government administration and languages, so that the world can be better prepared for the next state-building emergency. But we should note that, from the perspective of this paper, it is hard to imagine that a more suitable sponsor than the Commonwealth of Nations, where the legacy of British Colonial District Officers is still widely remembered.
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